Campus Smoking Areas

Smoking areas are designated by this symbol.
Smokers must remain a minimum of 25 feet from building entrances.

Kluge-Moses Science Building: Smoking shelter located to the left of building, near retaining wall.
Main Building East: Smoking shelter behind the North Mall Meeting Room Exit.
Main Building South: Smoking shelter located along the walkway between the South entrance and the Bolick Center exterior entrance.
Main Building West: Picnic table located outside lower entrance to 800 wing.
Stultz Center: Smoking area located near overhang, to the right of the entrance.
V. Earl Dickinson Building: Smoking shelter located to the left of building entrance.

Note: Failure to obey rules regarding smoking will result in a $30 smoking fine.

Additional rules/regulations regarding smoking can be found in the policy section of the PVCC website.